water vapor

Water in gas form.

water cycle

When water changes back and forth
between solid, liquid and vapor as it
travels in, on and around the Earth.

temperature

surface area

solar
energy
snow

The degree of hotness or coldness
on something.

Amount of water touching the air.

Energy produced from the sun.

Water that falls to Earth as frozen
flakes.

sleet

Water that falls to the Earth as
frozen rain.

runoff

Water or precipitation that flows
into streams, rivers and lakes.

rain

Water that falls to the Earth in
liquid water form.

precipitation

Water that falls to Earth as rain,
snow, hail, or sleet.

ocean

The body of salt water that covers
70% of the Earth.

humidity

Dampness or moisture in the air or
atmosphere.

heat energy

A form of energy that is passed
from one object to another because
of difference in temperature.

hail

ground water

glacier

Water that falls to Earth in frozen
form; each hailstone has layers of
water that freezes over it.
Water beneath the surface of the
Earth.

A huge ice mass formed on land that
moves slowly.

freshwater

evaporation

dew

conservation

condensation

clouds

Water that is desirable to drink.

Change of liquid, such as water to vapor;
how much it evaporates depends on
temperature, surface area and movement.

Condensation of water on a cool
object like grass.

To conserve or protect resources
like water

Process of water vapor in the air
turning into liquid water. (The
opposite of evaporation)

When moist, wet air rises and becomes
cooler it cannot hold as much water as
warm air ant the extra water vapor
changes to water drops or ice crystals
to make these.

snowfield

A large expanse of snow, usually with
a smooth and uniform surface, and
especially at the head of a glacier.

watershed

The land that the water flows across
on its way to larger bodies of water.

condensation
nuclei

energy

A tiny particle in the air such as dust
or smoke on which water vapor
condenses.

The ability to work

